LIST OF 'A' ITEMS

Subject: 3528th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)
Date: 27 and 28 March 2017
Venue: Brussels

Non-legislative activities

1. Draft Council Decision authorising the opening of negotiations with the People's Republic of China for an agreement between the European Union and the People's Republic of China on the facilitation of the issuance of short-stay visas
   = Adoption
   7371/17 VISA 105 CHINE 11
   6375/1/17 REV 1 VISA 61 CHINE 7
   + REV 1 COR 1 (hu)
   7363/17 VISA 103 CHINE 10
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

2. Draft Council Implementing Decision on the launch of automated data exchange with regard to DNA data in Greece
   = Adoption
   7184/17 DAPIX 82 CRIMORG 54 ENFOPOL 108
   ENFOCUSTOM 62 JAI 220
   12211/1/16 REV 1 JAI 749 DAPIX 147 CRIMORG 103 ENFOPOL 284
   ENFOCUSTOM 130
   10627/14 JAI 439 DAPIX 84 CRIMORG 54 ENFOPOL 170 ENFOCUSTOM 77
   + COR 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017
3. Draft Council Implementing Decision on the launch of automated data exchange with regard to Vehicle Registration Data (VRD) in Denmark
   = Adoption
   7188/17 DAPIX 83 CRIMORG 56 ENFOPOL 110
   ENFOCUSTOM 64 JAI 222
   12212/1/16 REV 1 JAI 750 DAPIX 148 CRIMORG 104 ENFOPOL 285
   ENFOCUSTOM 131
   + REV 1 COR 1 (de)
   + REV 1 COR 2 (it)
   + REV 1 COR 3 (cs)
   + REV 1 COR 4 (hu)
   + REV 1 COR 5 (sk)
   + REV 1 COR 6 (el)
   11789/16 JAI 707 DAPIX 129 CRIMORG 90 ENFOPOL 256
   ENFOCUSTOM 117
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

4. Draft Council conclusions on the continuation of the EU Policy Cycle for organised and serious international crime for the period 2018-2021
   = Adoption
   7299/17 COSI 53 ENFOPOL 123 CRIMORG 60 ENFOCUSTOM 70
   GENVAL 26 FRONT 127 JAI 243
   7093/17 COSI 47 ENFOPOL 105 CRIMORG 51 ENFOCUSTOM 60
   GENVAL 25 FRONT 126 JAI 206
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

5. Draft Council Implementing Decision setting out a recommendation on addressing the deficiencies identified in the 2016 evaluation of Luxembourg on the application of the Schengen acquis in the field of police cooperation
   = Adoption
   7193/17 SCH-EVAL 80 ENFOPOL 112 COMIX 188
   7191/17 SCH-EVAL 79 ENFOPOL 111 COMIX 187
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

6. Draft Council Implementing Decision setting out a recommendation on addressing the deficiencies identified in the 2016 evaluation of Italy on the application of the Schengen acquis in the field of police cooperation
   = Adoption
   7195/17 SCH-EVAL 82 ENFOPOL 114 COMIX 190
   7194/17 SCH-EVAL 81 ENFOPOL 113 COMIX 189
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017
7. Draft Council Implementing Decision setting out a recommendation on addressing the deficiencies identified in the evaluation of Croatia in view of fulfilling the conditions necessary for the application of the Schengen acquis in the field of management of the external border
   = Adoption
   7199/17 SCH-EVAL 84 FRONT 119 COMIX 192
   7198/17 SCH-EVAL 83 FRONT 118 COMIX 191
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

8. Travel document fraud
Draft Council conclusions on the Action Plan to strengthen the European response
   = Adoption
   7323/17 FRONT 122 FAUXDOC 15
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

9. Eurojust's intention to enter into negotiations with a view to concluding a Memorandum of Understanding with the European Judicial Training Network (EJTN)
   – Eurojust's proposal
   5732/17 EUROJUST 13 COPEN 41
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 15.03.2017

10. Draft Council Decision appointing an alternate member, proposed by the Kingdom of Spain, of the Committee of the Regions
    = Adoption
    7207/17 CDR 41
    7206/17 CDR 40
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

11. Draft Council Decision appointing a member, proposed by the Kingdom of Spain, of the Committee of the Regions
    = Adoption
    7210/17 CDR 44
    7209/17 CDR 43
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

12. Transparency - Public access to documents
Confirmatory application No 02/c/01/17
   6226/17 INF 19 API 15
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

    = Intention not to raise objections to a delegated act
    7298/17 EF 48 ECOFIN 201 DELACT 49
    6079/17 EF 20 ECOFIN 78 DELACT 24
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017
   = Adoption
   7016/17 CFSP/PESC 228 CSC 57 JAI 194 COEST 59 CORLX 146
   5342/17 CORLX 16 CSC 10 COEST 12 CFSP/PESC 28 JAI 39
   6191/17 CORLX 93 CSC 44 COEST 33 CFSP/PESC 131 JAI 106
   + COR 1 (ro)
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 15.03.2017

15. Draft Council Decision on the conclusion, on behalf of the European Union and its Member States, of a Protocol to the Euro Mediterranean Agreement establishing an Association between the European Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Lebanon, of the other part, to take account of the accession of the Republic of Croatia to the European Union
   = Adoption
   7260/17 RL 3 MAMA 49
   5748/16 MAMA 21 MED 6 RL 2
   + COR 1
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

16. Relations with the Republic of Moldova
   Establishment of the position of the European Union for the 3rd meeting of the EU-Republic of Moldova Association Council (Brussels, 31 March 2017)
   = Adoption
   7405/17 COEST 67
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

17. Draft Council Decision on the position to be adopted, on behalf of the European Union, within the EEA Joint Committee concerning an amendment to Annex II (Technical Regulations, Standards, Testing and Certification) and Annex XVII (Intellectual Property) to the EEA Agreement (Paediatric Regulation)
   = Adoption
   5348/17 AELE 6 EEE 3 N 4 ISL 3 FL 3 MI 42 ECO 7 SAN 27
   5347/17 AELE 5 EEE 2 N 3 ISL 2 FL 2 MI 41 ECO 6 SAN 26
   + COR 1
   + COR 2 (da)
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 22.03.2017

18. Governing Board of the European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (CEDEFOP)
   Appointment of Mr Fernando CATARINO JOSÉ (PT), member in the category of Government representatives
   = Adoption
   7151/17 EDUC 114 SOC 178
   approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017
19. Advisory Committee on Safety and Health at Work
Appointment of Ms Katell DANIAULT, alternate member for France, in place of
Mr Arnaud PUJAL, who has resigned
  = Adoption
  7264/17 SOC 186 EMPL 139
  approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017

20. Governing Board of the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work
Appointment of Ms Katell DANIAULT, alternate member for France, in place of
Mr Arnaud PUJAL, who has resigned
  = Adoption
  7265/17 SOC 187 EMPL 140
  approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017

21. Governing Board of the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working
Appointment of Ms Linda Niki VOLOSINOVSKИ, alternate member for Hungary, in place
of Ms Ágnes CSICSELY, who has resigned
  = Adoption
  7300/1/17 REV 1 SOC 189 EMPL 142
  approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017

22. Advisory Committee on Freedom of Movement for Workers
Draft Council Decision appointing an alternate member for Portugal
  = Adoption
  5678/17 SOC 47 EMPL 34
  5677/17 SOC 46 EMPL 33
  approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017

2017/117 establishing fisheries conservation measures for the protection of the marine
environment in the Baltic Sea and repealing Regulation (EU) 2015/1778
  = Intention not to raise objections to a delegated act
  7270/17 PECHE 101
  6932/17 PECHE 87 DELACT 42
    + ADD 1
  approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017

Regulation (EU) 2017/118 establishing fisheries conservation measures for the protection of
the marine environment in the North Sea
  = Intention not to raise objections to a delegated act
  7268/17 PECHE 100
  6724/17 PECHE 78 DELACT 34
    + ADD 1
  approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017
25. The Malta MedFish4Ever Ministerial Declaration on Mediterranean Fisheries
Mediterranean Ministerial Conference (Valletta, 30 March 2017)
= Endorsement
7061/17 PECHE 93
+ COR 1
+ ADD 1
approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017

opportunities
= Adoption
7285/17 PECHE 102
7286/17 PECHE 103
approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017

27. Support by the EU and its Member States for a joint response by Australia, New Zealand and
others to the statement by the Government of Japan on Resolution 2016-02 on Improving the
Review Process for whaling under special permit
= Approval
7487/17 ENV 275 PECHE 115
approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017

as regards lead
= Adoption
7322/17 MI 231 ENT 67 CONSOM 84 SAN 107 ECO 14
12153/16 MI 568 ENT 167 CONSOM 211 SAN 321 ECO 53
approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017

29. Draft Council Decision authorising the opening of negotiations on a UNWTO Convention on
the Protection of Tourists and the rights and obligations of Tourism Service Providers
= Adoption
7612/17 CONSOM 111 MI 269 TOUR 5 JUSTCIV 65 PROCIV 26
+ ADD 1
7383/17 CONSOM 89 MI 237 TOUR 3 JUSTCIV 54 PROCIV 23
+ COR 1
+ ADD 1 REV 1
approved by Coreper, Part 1, on 22.03.2017